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Considering the frequency with which illustrators, artists, and commercial designers need a "pretty

face" â€” an attractive, appealing portrait of a woman â€” it is surprising a book of this kind has only

appeared. At last, here it is â€” a handy gallery of women's heads, smoothly drafted in various poses

and activities, all ready-to-use and royalty-free. Noted commercial and fashion artist Tom Tierney

offers new designs in sharp black-and-white printed on one side of a page: feminine heads looking,

laughing, talking, working, making up, playing, and just being contemporary. The cross-section of

types, ages, and styles add to the effectiveness of this collection, as do the numerous frames and

borders, the mirror-image repetition of most designs, and the same design repeated in different

sizes. Use these profiles, three-quarter, and full faces to advertise, decorate, and embellish, or to

stand as complete designs themselves.
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Considering the frequency with which illustrators, artists, and commercial designers need a "pretty

face"â€”an attractive, appealing portrait of a womanâ€”it is surprising a book of this kind has only

appeared. At last, here it isâ€”a handy gallery of women's heads, smoothly drafted in various poses

and activities, all ready-to-use and royalty-free. Noted commercial and fashion artist Tom Tierney

offers new designs in sharp black-and-white printed on one side of a page: feminine heads looking,

laughing, talking, working, making up, playing, and just being contemporary. The cross-section of

types, ages, and styles add to the effectiveness of this collection, as do the numerous frames and



borders, the mirror-image repetition of most designs, and the same design repeated in different

sizes. Use these profiles, three-quarter, and full faces to advertise, decorate, and embellish, or to

stand as complete designs themselves.

One of the leading authorities on fashion history, Tom Tierney created over 150 paper doll books for

Dover Publications. With subjects ranging from U.S. Presidents to popular movie stars, Mr.

Tierney's books are famous for being carefully researched and meticulously rendered. His releases

are prized by fashion professionals, collectors, and paper doll lovers all over the world.

Did women stop having heads after the seventies were over? It would have been nice if I had

known that these were going to be vintage sort of representations before buying this assuming it

would be rather non-stylised and generic. These women appear to have come from a seventies

soap opera. Otherwise, the arrangement in the book isn't bad and the images are easy to use..if you

can find a use for them or modify them enough to make them fit your project. Not terrible, just not

modern.

This is okay, but it is also very stylized. Very 70's, which is not easy to use, or even that useful.

i bought this book on a whim, and consequently spent hours in front of the Xerox machine making

my own stationery with it! Lots of neat/"retro"/wacky/elegant black-and-white illustrations of, you

guessed it, women's heads. Very stylized. Tons to choose from. A+!!
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